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Fundamental to our perception of a unified and stable

environment is the capacity to combine information across the

senses. Although this process appears seamless as an adult,

the brain’s ability to successfully perform multisensory cue

combination takes years to develop and relies on a number of

complex processes including cue integration, cue calibration,

causal inference, and reference frame transformations. Further

complexities exist because multisensory cue combination is

implemented across time by populations of noisy neurons. In

this review, we discuss recent behavioral studies exploring how

the brain combines information from different sensory systems,

neurophysiological studies relating behavior to neuronal

activity, and a theory of neural sensory encoding that can

account for many of these experimental findings.
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Introduction
To make sense of a world that is noisy and ambiguous,

neural systems combine information across sensory mod-

alities to create unified and stable percepts. Numerous

examples highlight the vital role of this process. When

driving, we decide whether it is safe to change lanes based

on a combination of sights and sounds, our perceived

speed, and the force applied to the gas pedal. To better

comprehend what someone is saying, we often look at

their lips while listening to them speak. If you tilt your

head to the side, the scene does not appear rotated

because information from the inner ear is used to stabilize

your visual perception of the world.

Because the brain often integrates the senses seamlessly,

it is easy to overlook the complexities of multisensory cue

combination. When presented with two sensory signals

(say, light and sound), the brain must determine if they

have a common source, reconcile differences in the

reference frames in which they are encoded, and integrate
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information across time to form a coherent percept

(Figure 1a). In this review, we discuss how information

is combined across senses and examine how theoretical

and computational neuroscience has informed our un-

derstanding of the neural underpinnings of multisensory

cue combination.

Bayesian cue integration
Because sensory information is noisy and subject to ambi-

guity, we must infer the state of the world [1]. To improve

this inference, information from different senses is com-

bined through multisensory integration. Behavioral studies

suggest that sensory signals are often combined in a Bayes-

optimal (or nearly optimal) fashion [2,3,4��,5�,6�] to create a

probability distribution over the range of possible stimuli

that could have given rise to the signals. This process is

probabilistic in the sense that the reliability of each sensory

cue is taken into account, and Bayesian because prior

information can be combined with available sensory infor-

mation [7,8��,9��] (Figure 1b). Choosing the stimulus with

the highest probability results in optimal inference in that

it maximizes the observer’s precision [10�].

In recent studies, monkeys judging their direction of self-

motion were shown to be near-optimal in integrating

visual and vestibular information, and to reweight each

cue according to its reliability on a trial-by-trial basis

[4��,11]. To examine the neural underpinnings of this

behavior, the activity of single neurons in the dorsal

medial superior temporal area (MSTd) was recorded

while the task was performed. These neurons respond

to both visual and vestibular signals and were found to

modulate their weighting of each cue dynamically with

changes in reliability, demonstrating a neural correlate of

reliability-based cue combination [4��].

Humans may also be near-optimal in deciding whether or

not information should be integrated. This process, called

causal inference, judges whether different sensory signals

(e.g., visual and auditory) originated from either the same

or separate sources. Ideally, different sensory signals

should be integrated only if they originated from the

same source, but otherwise kept separate. To investigate

how this inference is performed, one study examined data

from human subjects who were presented with synchro-

nized visual flashes and auditory clicks that originated

from either the same or different locations, and asked to

indicate both the locations of the stimuli and whether

they had one or two causes [12]. Behavior in this task

could be largely accounted for by a model of Bayesian

causal inference in which the probability that two sensory

cues have the same underlying cause is computed first
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Multisensory cue combination. (a) Multisensory combination (e.g., of visual and auditory information) entails a number of processes which the brain learns

to implement during development. These processes include, but are not limited to, causal inference to determine if the sensory cues have a common

source, integration to improve precision, calibration to improve accuracy, reconciliation of the reference frames in which each sense is encoded, a speed-

accuracy trade-off (including accumulation of evidence from each cue across time), and the incorporation of prior information. Together, these processes

result in a coherent percept of the sensory stimulus. (b) The most well-studied aspect of multisensory cue combination (a general term broadly

encompassing situations in which information from different sensory systems is combined) is cue integration, which improves precision. Consider the task

of localizing a bird in a tree (s) using auditory (xA) and visual (xV) cues. Behavioral experiments suggest that the brain represents each sensory cue

probabilistically with a likelihood function – p(xAjs) and p(xVjs) – and combines them with prior information p(s) to produce a posterior p(sjxA,xV) describing

how likely the bird is to be perceived at a particular location. Bayes’ rule states that when the noise in each sense is independent, the posterior (purple) is

proportional to the product of the likelihood of each sensory cue (blue and red) and the prior (black). The graph on the left shows the likelihood functions for

each sensory cue (blue and red) and the resulting posterior (purple). Without prior information, this is equivalent to maximum-likelihood estimation. The

graph on the right shows the same sensory likelihood functions, but also includes a prior reflecting past experience (here, a tendency for the bird to be

further to the left than the current sensory information suggests). The inclusion of this prior information produces a Bayesian estimate, shifting the posterior

to the left (for comparison, the dashed curve re-plots the posterior without prior information).
and then Bayesian cue integration is performed taking into

account the observer’s belief about the number of causes

[13]. However, it should be noted that the reliability of the

sensory cues was not varied, leaving it uncertain whether

causal inference is indeed implemented optimally. In the

next section, we discuss a theoretical framework that

describes how neural systems can implement Bayesian

inference and multisensory integration.

A theory of how neurons implement
multisensory integration
The behavioral observation that cue integration is prob-

abilistic suggests that the brain may directly encode the

reliability of sensory information. This led to the inves-

tigation of how the brain can simultaneously represent
www.sciencedirect.com 
multiple pieces of sensory information along with their

reliabilities, and combine them optimally to implement

Bayesian cue integration [14].

An intriguing possibility is that this is achieved by popu-

lations of neurons whose combined activity describes the

likelihood of a sensory input. Given that the inherent

variability of neural responses can be described as p(rjs)
(i.e., the likelihood that a stimulus s will elicit a population

activity r), a neural population can encode a posterior

probability distribution over possible stimuli, p(sjr),

through Bayes’ rule [15]. Specifically, the posterior can

be encoded simply through multiplication: p(sjr) /
p(rjs)�p(s), where p(s) is a prior probability distribution

describing how likely particular stimuli are to be
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 25:38–46
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encountered. This idea is formalized mathematically by a

framework called the Poisson-like probabilistic population

code (PPC), in which variability in neural populations

follows distributions of the form

pðrjs; gÞ ¼ fðr; gÞ � expðhðsÞ � rÞ (1)

where h(s) is a neuronal weighting function, g is the gain of

the population (proportional to the reliability of s), and

f(r,g) is a function of the population activity and gain (Box

1). Such distributions have the property that all infor-

mation about the stimulus s is contained in a weighted

linear sum of the population activity (h(s)�r), and this

information can be decoded by taking the logarithm of

p(rjs,g). The weighting function h(s) depends on the

neurons’ tuning curves and the correlations in the popu-

lation, but is independent of stimulus reliability (e.g.,

image contrast). This generalizes a widely used model

which assumes that neurons’ firing rates are independent

and governed by Poisson statistics to allow for, among

other things, correlated neural variability [16,17]
Box 1 The Poisson-like PPC formalizes the idea that variability in

neuronal populations reflects the encoding of probability distributions

over a set of stimuli. This provides a framework in which many

processes of multisensory combination can be performed through

biologically plausible computations. To provide a concrete example,

we walk through the case of a population of neurons with independent

Poisson variability for a fixed gain [14,25��].

For a stimulus s, the probability that response r (a count of action

potentials fired) is elicited from the ith neuron in the population is

given by a Poisson distribution:

pðr i jsÞ ¼ e� f i ðsÞ f iðsÞr i

r i !

where fi(s) is that neuron’s tuning curve over the possible stimuli.

Because probabilities multiply and neural variability is assumed to be

independent, the probability of observing a particular population

response r is given by the product of the individual p(rijs):

pðr jsÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

e� f i ðsÞ f iðsÞr i

r i !

where n is the number of neurons in the population.

With some algebra, this can be rewritten in the more general form of

the Poisson-like PPC presented in the text (Eq. (1)):

pðr jsÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

e� f i ðsÞ

r i !
� e
P

r i logðf i ðsÞÞ:

In this case,

hiðsÞ ¼ logðf iðsÞÞ
and assuming that the sum of tuning curves is constant

ð
Pn

i f iðsÞ ¼ cÞ, then

fðrÞ ¼ e�c

Qn
i¼1 r i !

Here f is a function of r (not r and g) because the gain was assumed to

be fixed.

Lastly, following Bayes’ rule, the probability of stimulus s given a

population response r is p(sjr) / p(rjs)�p(s), where p(s) is the

probability of encountering stimulus s.

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 25:38–46 
and different mean–variance relationships in firing rates

[18]. Consistent with the defining properties of the Pois-

son-like PPC described here, recent studies have shown

that primary visual cortex can represent stimuli with a

linear, contrast-invariant code [19] that takes into account

neural correlations [20].

The Poisson-like PPC provides a surprisingly straightfor-

ward neural solution to optimal cue integration. If two

neural populations each represent a stimulus through a

Poisson-like PPC, then Bayesian cue integration can be

achieved by a third population which simply sums the

activities of the other two populations [14]. The integ-

ration of visual and vestibular signals by MSTd neurons is

generally consistent with this framework, but the weights

placed on each cue appear to be dependent on reliability

[4��]. This finding can, however, be accounted for by

incorporating divisive normalization at the level of multi-

sensory integration [21�]. Divisive normalization is a net-

work-level computation found throughout the nervous

system that scales the responses of individual neurons by

the population activity [22��,23�]. When the multisensory

responses of MSTd neurons are modeled as a linear

combination of unisensory visual and vestibular responses

[4��], divisive normalization can explain the dependency

of sensory weights on cue reliability as follows. An

increase in the reliability of one sensory cue (say, an

increase in visual motion coherence) facilitates the associ-

ated unisensory (i.e., visual) response by increasing the

response gain [4��,14,24], but has no effect on the other

unisensory (i.e., vestibular) response. At the same time,

the increase in visual cue reliability also increases the

magnitude of the normalization term acting on the popu-

lation of multisensory neurons. This suppresses both

unisensory responses equally at the level of cue integ-

ration (i.e., when they are summed together by a multi-

sensory neuron). Combined with the increased gain of the

visual response, this directly translates into an increased

visual weight and a decreased vestibular weight. Divisive

normalization can additionally account for a number of

properties of multisensory neurons found in the superior

colliculus (SC) [21�], and is important for tasks involving

marginalization such as visual search and reference frame

transformations [23�,25��,26] (Figure 2).

Reference frame transformations
In primates, the posterior parietal cortex is an important

locus of multisensory cue combination. Individual parie-

tal neurons often encode information from multiple

senses; for example, neurons in the ventral intraparietal

area (VIP) can respond to visual, vestibular, tactile, and

auditory stimuli [27–30]. Considering that different sen-

sory systems encode information relative to different

egocentric reference frames (e.g., the eyes, head, or

body), an important question to ask is: how can infor-

mation represented in different reference frames be

combined?
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Poisson-like PPCs and reference frame transformations. (a) Neural network performing a reference frame transformation in which the activity of a

population of units representing eye position is used to transform an eye-centered representation of object position into a head-centered

representation. The network has two input layers (bottom) using Poisson-like PPCs to represent the object’s eye-centered position (rR; blue) and the

position of the eyes in the head (rE; red). The response curves show the activity of each unit for a single object position and eye position. The height of

the activity represents the population gain (gR and gE), which is proportional to stimulus reliability. The activity of the two input layers is combined by an

intermediate layer (middle) that serves as a set of basis functions for computing the object’s head-centered position in the output layer at the top (rA;

green). The output layer also encodes object position using a Poisson-like PPC, and its gain (gA) is less than that of either input layer due to divisive

normalization. (b) This equation shows that the activity of the output layer units (rA) can be expressed as a sum of weighted products (a quadratic

nonlinearity) of the activity of input layer units (rE and rR) divided by the weighted sum of activity in each layer (i.e., divisive normalization). Here, the w

and c terms are weight parameters. (c) The percentage of information loss in a simulated neural network, calculated as the difference between the true

posterior and that estimated by the output layer, depends on the computations performed by the network. With a quadratic nonlinearity and divisive

normalization (QDN) as depicted in a, the network loses less than 1% of information. With only the quadratic nonlinearity (Q), there is a 16% loss of

information. With neither divisive normalization nor a quadratic nonlinearity (L), there is a 32% loss of information. This demonstrates the importance of

both the quadratic nonlinearity and divisive normalization in maintaining information when performing reference frame transformations.

Figure adapted with permission from Beck et al. [25��].
While it was previously thought that the brain must re-

map sensory signals into a common reference frame in

order for multisensory cue combination to occur (see [31]

for an example) this does not seem to be the general case.

For example, single VIP neurons represent tactile signals

in a head-centered reference frame, visual signals in a

range of intermediate reference frames distributed be-

tween eye-centered and head-centered, and vestibular

signals in a body-centered reference frame [27,32,33].

Visual and vestibular signals in MSTd are also encoded

in different reference frames, with visual signals in an
www.sciencedirect.com 
eye-centered frame and vestibular signals in a range of

intermediate reference frames distributed between eye-

centered and head-centered [32,33,34].

These findings indicate that neural signals need not be in

a common reference frame to be combined [25��,35,36].

Computational studies have shown how the activities of

two unisensory populations encoding information in

different reference frames with Poisson-like PPCs can

be combined to form a population of multisensory units

that perform optimal statistical inference [25��,27,35]
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 25:38–46
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(Figure 2a). Many of these multisensory units represent

sensory information in intermediate reference frames, as

observed in MSTd, VIP, and other parietal areas [27,32–
34]. A fourth population also implementing a Poisson-like

PPC can then combine the activity of the multisensory

units to re-express the sensory information in a different

reference frame than either of the unisensory populations

[25��,35]. Compared to cue integration, performing refer-

ence frame transformations with a Poisson-like PPC

requires more complex (but widely observed) neural

computations including a quadratic nonlinearity (multi-

plying the activity of neurons) and divisive normalization

[25��] (Figure 2b,c). Once these biologically plausible

nonlinearities are incorporated into the computations,

the Poisson-like PPC framework can account for multiple

contemporary observations regarding both optimality and

the combination of sensory signals represented in differ-

ent reference frames.

Whereas sensory information is first encoded relative to

egocentric reference frames, the perceptual stability of

the environment is suggestive of an allocentric (world-

centered) representation in the brain. An object’s spatial

orientation, for example, is perceived to remain constant

relative to the gravitational vector even when your head is

tilted to the side. This reflects that the brain uses grav-

itational (vestibular/proprioceptive) signals to transform

the visual representation of the scene from an eye-cen-

tered into a world-centered reference frame. Recently,

the visual responses of surface orientation selective

neurons in the macaque caudal intraparietal area (CIP)

[37] were found to be modified by gravitational signals

such that surface orientation was encoded in a range of

reference frames distributed between head-centered,

eye-centered, and world-centered (Rosenberg & Ange-

laki, abstract in Computational and Systems Neuro-

science 2013, Salt Lake City, UT, February 2013). A

neural network like the one in Figure 2a reproduced this

finding in the intermediate layer and created a purely

world-centered representation of surface orientation in

the output layer.

Decision making and speed-accuracy trade-
off
In many studies, the dynamics of the decision process are

hidden because subjects only report a final percept. A

common approach to studying how a decision is formed is

to use a reaction-time paradigm, in which the subjects

control when the decision is reported. Previous work

using this paradigm showed that observers make trade-

offs between speed and accuracy [38] and that more

reliable evidence leads to faster decisions [39], suggesting

that perceptual evidence is accumulated over time until a

decision boundary is reached. The activity of neurons in

the macaque lateral intraparietal area (LIP) correlates

with this decision process, temporally integrating sensory

information until a decision is made [39,40,41��]. A
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 25:38–46 
Poisson-like PPC can reproduce this property of LIP

neurons [42], and may be superior to other models in

describing the decision process in that it allows for

moment-to-moment fluctuations in the reliability of sen-

sory evidence and can account for observer uncertainty

[43�].

While evidence accumulation is well studied in unisen-

sory perceptual tasks, it is unclear how evidence from

multiple senses is accumulated and combined across

time. A recent human psychophysical study using a

reaction-time version of a heading discrimination task

reported that visual–vestibular discrimination thresholds

during cue combination were worse than those predicted

by conventional optimal cue combination theory, and

sometimes worse than that of the more reliable unisen-

sory cue alone (Drugowitsch et al., abstract in Compu-

tational and Systems Neuroscience 2011, Salt Lake City,

UT, February 2011). This unanticipated result could be

explained by a model in which evidence from each sense

was weighted and accumulated according to its reliability

at each point in time in order to maximize the correct

decision rate, implying a more general notion of optimal

cue combination which takes into account the time

required to integrate information and the time-depend-

ent reliability of the senses. As of now, the neural corre-

lates of these properties remain unexplored.

Development and calibration of multisensory
integration
Although Bayesian multisensory integration appears nor-

mative in adults, children are far from optimal. Instead, one

sense dominates childrens’ judgments, suggesting that the

brain may forgo multisensory integration while it is learn-

ing to calibrate sensory systems relative to each other

[44,45�,46]. Consider, for example, the use of vision and

touch to perceive an object. Recent studies have shown

that children with congenital visual deficits have an

impaired ability to determine the object’s orientation by

touch [47], and children with movement disorders have an

impaired ability to visually discriminate the object’s size

[48]. These studies provide evidence that impairments in

one sense may hinder the calibration of another. There is

also evidence that cross-sensory calibration is a normative

process in adults [49]. For example, during a heading

discrimination task, the presentation of discrepant visual

and vestibular information leads to a re-calibration of the

perceived heading elicited by either sensory signal on its

own, with each estimate shifting towards the other [50].

Interestingly, cross-sensory calibration can also influence

the interaction of mothers with their newborns: the odor of

a newborn mouse pup can induce changes in the auditory

cortex of its mother, allowing the mother to better detect

the pup’s vocalizations [51].

Neurophysiological experiments conducted in the cat SC,

a non-cortical locus of multisensory integration for
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Development of multisensory integration. (a) (Left) Cats in the coincident exposure group were reared in an environment in which auditory and visual

stimulation always occurred at coincident locations and times. (Middle) Visual (V) and auditory (A) receptive fields of a superior colliculus neuron from

an animal reared in the coincident exposure group. (Right) Unisensory (visual V; auditory A) and multisensory (VA) responses of the same neuron,

demonstrating a superadditive response to multisensory stimulation. (b) (Left) Cats in the random exposure group were reared in an environment in

which auditory and visual stimuli were presented separately at random locations and times. (Middle) Visual and auditory receptive fields of a superior

colliculus neuron from an animal reared in the random exposure group. (Right) Unisensory and multisensory responses of the same neuron,

demonstrating the lack of a superadditive multisensory response.

Figure adapted with permission from Xu et al. [52��].
sensory detection and orienting responses, have illuminated

some aspects of the development of multisensory integ-

ration. When visual and auditory stimuli are simultaneously

presented, neurons in the SC normally display multisensory

responses that are superadditive (greater than the sum of the

unisensory responses). However, this only develops if the

animal is reared in an environment with spatiotemporally

coherent multisensory stimulation [52��] (Figure 3). Like-

wise, when reared in an environment in which multisensory

stimuli are only presented with a fixed spatial disparity, SC

neurons only develop a superadditive response at that

disparity [53]. These results indicate that multisensory

integration is learned, but how does it develop?

Ideas originating from machine learning theory and stat-

istics may help us understand how multisensory cue com-

bination develops in the brain. For example, artificial

neural networks can be trained to perform Bayesian cue

integration and causal inference using reinforcement learn-

ing [54]. Specifically, the network learns to optimally

combine sensory information by predicting the reward that

an action will produce for a given set of sensory infor-

mation. Another study showed that a class of neural net-

works called restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) can

learn optimal cue integration, causal inference, reference

frame transformations, and the encoding of priors via

density estimation [55�]. This is appealing since density

estimation is a statistical technique for learning probability

distributions of hidden variables, thus allowing the net-

work to encode posterior distributions. In multisensory
www.sciencedirect.com 
integration, an RBM learns to estimate a posterior distri-

bution using a feedback loop in which the multisensory

units learn a set of weights capturing all of the relevant

information contained in the unisensory units. Such studies

thus describe computational mechanisms the brain may

use to develop the ability to perform multisensory cue

combination in a probabilistic, Bayesian fashion.

Conclusions
In this review we discussed several key components of

multisensory cue combination, explored our understand-

ing of each at the behavioral and neural levels, and

examined a theoretical framework describing how single

neurons might combine sensory information. However,

we are far from fully understanding the complexities of

how information from different senses is combined. For

example, while several studies have considered the influ-

ence of naturally occurring priors on perception [7,56–58],

little has been done to directly manipulate priors in the

study of multisensory integration. Without this manip-

ulation, Bayesian inference is indistinguishable from

maximum-likelihood estimation. Thus, full validation

of the Bayesian model for multisensory integration

(Figure 1b) still requires this manipulation.

Additionally, our focus on the Poisson-like PPC as a

theory for how the brain combines sensory information

in part reflects that there is currently no clear alternative

theory. While the Poisson-like PPC framework does

account for several important aspects of multisensory
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 25:38–46
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cue combination, some of its underlying assumptions may

not always be valid. For example, neural weights appear to

depend on stimulus reliability in MSTd [4��,24], and

although the theory assumes unisensory representations

are independent, sensory interactions may begin before

multisensory integration occurs [59�,60,61]. Furthermore,

computations like causal inference cannot be performed

explicitly using Poisson-like PPCs [62]. Thus, significant

challenges in understanding multisensory cue combination

remain, but the continuing endeavor to combine exper-

imental neuroscience with computation and theory

promises to elucidate this complex process. In the near

future, such work is likely to reveal how stable allocentric

representations of the environment are created, how evi-

dence is temporally accumulated across multiple senses,

and how the brain develops the ability to effectively

integrate information from different sensory systems.
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